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Executive Summary  
The main purpose of this project was to build the brand of Course Stars, a small tutoring 
business based in Illinois. This brand building was done through Facebook and Instagram, and 
the project lasted from November 2019 to March 2020. In that time, the analytics from Facebook 
and Instagram were tracked and analyzed.  While there was a slight increase in the amount of 
interactions from the sites combined, there’s still few followers on Instagram. Marketing on 
social media is generally helpful, but in this project it did not make a large difference.  
 
 
Business Context 
Industry 
The tutoring service industry is very diverse. While it is saturated, all the companies have 
different aspects that make consumers choose it over their competitors. Different tutoring 
companies are suited to different age groups and aptitudes. Every company is dependent on the 
quality of their tutors. Depending on the age group the tutors serve, the company presents 
themselves differently to appeal to their audience.  
In the Princeton Review’s case, their target demographic ranges from kindergarteners to 
college graduates. They use many tactics to make themselves unique in the industry. Their 
proven results are one of the main ways that gain customers. With the power of proven results 
they are able offer SAT prep courses for $1,899 and subscription based services for rates starting 
at $29 dollars an hour (“Get better grades,” n.d). The more popular companies in the industry use 
their history of success to attract customers. Small businesses compete against the big companies 
by offering their services at a lower rate.  
This industry is dependent on reviews and the success of previous customers. Not having 
many success stories makes it more difficult. In a study it was found, ”students but not older 
adults were strongly influenced by average consumer rating,” (Helverson, et. al, 2018​)​. For small 
businesses, it’s important to have positive encounters with most of the customers. Negative 
review would make their customer ratings low, which makes it difficult to build brand 
credibility.  
Company 
Coursestars is a small business that currently employs twenty college students as tutors. 
They offer many unique opportunities that would draw in people seeking tutoring and people 
looking for employment. Coursestars offer many services for high school and college students, 
including one-on-one and group tutoring. All of the tutors are current college students who offer 
tutoring in the courses they aced at their schools. The frequency, type and subject of tutoring is 
dependent on the tutor. Unlike the Princeton Review, Coursestars doesn’t offer 24/7 support or 
subscription based tutoring services. 
A main advantage of Coursestars is the age group of the tutors. The tutors have recently 
taken the standardized test, they help students. They recently completed the coursework, they are 
tutoring students in. Other companies may employ people who are out of touch with how it feels 
to be the students. That experience is something that doesn’t happen to Coursestars customers. 
Department  
Market research and social media management requires literacy in how to navigate social 
media platforms and the ability to network. The purpose of market research is to gather more 
information on the company's consumers. Qualtrics offers many different types of survey and 
makes a distinction between fundamental and applied research. The most easily understood was 
to distinguish them is that applied research asks questions about something specific, but 
fundamental research seeks information on general topics (Malhotra and Peterson, 2009)​.​ Social 
media management feeds directly into market research since it offers helpful analytics.  
 
Project Description 
Every Wednesday new posts were made on the Instagram and Facebook pages. When 
communication needed to happen with a school or some other person, emails were sent. Posting 
on social media worked as free advertising to those who saw. Since Coursestars tutors are 
college students tutoring in college classes, it would be expected that they tell their classmates 
about the tutoring services they offer. That communication happens less than expected. To reach 
a larger audience and let people get to know tutors, posts with tutor names and subjects are 
created. To gain more tutors, posters with attractive taglines were made to pique many people’s 
interest. 
The designs of the posts were made with the audience and platforms in mind. For both 
platforms, bright color and the name of the company was used to catch people's attention. The 
Instagram posts contained less words to be more eye-catching. On the facebook page a consistent 
style was used  consumers could visually associate Coursestars with. The designs for both the 
Instagram and Facebook page were created using Canva.  
Another portion of the project was individually contacting various schools. This was 
done to reach more high school students. The person in charge of college counseling at each 
institution was emailed. This venture proved to be unsuccessful because few of the schools 
replied to the email. The lack of success was the push to solely work on managing social media 
for this business project.  
Fig.1 A design made for Facebook including a tutor’s name and the subjects they offer.  
Fig 2. A design for Instagram made to attract more tutors.  
 
 
Fig 3. This is a screenshot of the Excel spreadsheet to account for the school's contact. The 
columns school, website, student enrollment, career center website, contact person name and 
email, head counselor name and email, phone number, date emailed, and response were filled 
out. If a school didn't have one of the categories, it was blacked out.  
Research 
For this project the question, “how can social media be used to reach more potential 
customers and tutors?” was asked. This inspiration behind this question stemmed from the lack 
of social media presence Coursestars had in November. The company’s Facebook and Instagram 
had infrequent posts and few followers.  
Various business magazines and websites were used as references to form the question 
and to explore the question. Using social media to market has gained popularity in recent years. 
Depending on what platform used, businesses can reach different demographics. Facebook and 
Instagram are used at different rates by teenagers and middle aged adults. That information can 
be applied to the way Coursestars markets itself, because the demographics enjoy different 
things.  
Knowing the groups were different was important, and various resources gave insight on 
how to use that information to Coursestars’ advantage. One source performed a study on 
Instagram and posts that used the hashtag gamification. Through their analysis they found most 
posts that used gamification had other overlapping hashtags. Those hashtags usually were related 
to education or business(Pilar, et. al, 2019). With that knowledge, more than one hashtag was 
used when posting on the official Coursestars Instagram page. People who liked similar posts, 
with similar hashtags, had a higher chance of seeing a Coursestars post when hashtags were used 
in a productive manner.  
Before one can caption a photo, one must have a photo first. The approach taken by the 
Coursestars’ social media pages was unique to how Coursestars wants to be represented. One 
study helped choose the best type of images to post. Researchers found consumers preferred 
Instagrams where the photos were taken organic rather than more obvious studio photography 
(Colliander and Marder, 2018). While the designs were well-put together, they had a playful 
energy. This allowed them to function like the snapshot pictures rather than the harsh studio 
photos. Gaining knowledge of the intricacies of social media took two weeks before the design 
process could begin.  
Most complications were outside of anyone’s control. There wasn’t much traction on the 
Facebook or Instagram pages. The best result from this project is there are more possible results 
when someone looks up Coursestars than before the project started.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Learnings 
Through this internship, I became more well versed in various tools like Excel and 
Canva. I also learned how to make a marketing plan. Marketing plans are something to reference 
for guidance, making them useful when trying the market. Marketing can be unpredictable, but 
things can be done to ensure a business a higher chance of success.  
In the future, it would be beneficial to see the previous suggestion I made on the website 
implemented. Including tutors in the market research process would help make the business more 
successful in the future.  
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Appendices 
 
 
Fig 4. This is my attendance sheet from the website Imbaze.  
 
